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From the smallest business to the largest enterprise, automation is key 
to maximizing revenue. When a workflow is tailored to a business and 
successfully executed, it can create major improvements in efficiency 
while reducing excessive labor demands, turnaround time, and other 
pain points caused by poor processes and the rising costs of overhead. 
Being free of error, and knowing where all of your data is within your 
workflow through dashboard visualizations, gives business owners 
control, peace of mind, and a better bottom line.

Introduction



Modern businesses continue to deal in paper assets and need to 
properly organize, approve, and securely store those documents as 
they transform them into digital data. Not to mention the added effort 
of remaining compliant as countless documents move through your 
business. An advanced DMS solution with powerful workflow 
automation can end the pressures of a paper-pileup, reducing the 
entire process to a single click. Files can be scanned or shared 
electronically, then sent through a prebuilt workflow that either stores 
them accordingly or sends them for approval—all automatically.

In addition to custom workflows, another essential piece is the data 
visualization and reporting that allows business owners to know where 
in the pipeline their content is. Using an intuitive dashboard, this 
helps businesses clear bottlenecks, find out where inefficiencies can be 
addressed and improved, and gives more control to the people at the 
top to make sure that their business workflows are running smoothly.

With your dashboard you have fully customizable workflows with 
as many steps as you need and a visualization tool to show you how 
your workflow operates, as well as full access to all of the features 
advanced workflow automation offers.

How can document management 
automation improve your business process?



Approvals allow users to accept or reject 
content in the workflow, set how many 

approvals a document needs, and who can 
approve them. When an approval is needed 

it appears as a notification right on the 
dashboard and as an email reminder 

redundancy. The approval process, which 
could be an enormous drain on resources, is 

now fast and simple.

Approvals
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Time limits are your best tool to reveal and 
relieve bottlenecks and keeping content 

from getting trapped in your workflow. Put a 
time limit on assigned stages and 

automatically rollup approvals that take too 
long, starting at the lowest level and moving 

up to find approval and push documents 
through and keep your process moving.

Time Limits
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Profile routing uses custom processes you can 
create and direct yourself to make sure data 
always flows to the right place. Or, use Zonal 
OCR technology to pull information right off 

the page, recognizing each documents by type 
or by content. Send invoices that need 

approval to billing or send resumes to specific 
folders in HR by job type—automatically.

Profile Routing
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Automated DMS processes reduces labor 
efforts, time, and errors, automatically 
completing content in the workflow. If a 

document’s value is under an amount set by 
you, automatically pay it, if a value is too high, 
automatically reject it. Take the unnecessary 
time and human error out of your business 

workflow.

Automated DMS
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Status visualizes where every piece of content 
is in the workflow right on the dashboard, so 
you can see how data moves through your 

company. Manage future business decisions 
using actionable data based on how your 

business operates in real time.

Status
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eFileCabinet’s powerful new workflow is an 
exciting addition to its already impressive toolkit.

About eFileCabinet

Founded in 2001, eFileCabinet continues to be at the forefront of advanced 
DMS technology, seamlessly blending the paper offices of the past with the 

data-centric organizations of the future. With the addition of powerful 
workflow automation, eFileCabinet has solidified its position as the only 

advanced DMS solution for small to enterprise-level business.

Call: 877-574-5505

or

With workflow, automation, and visualization, eFileCabinet can help more 
businesses find success and grow by driving revenue and cutting costs.

Request A Live Demo

http://go.efilecabinet.com/free-demo
https://www.efilecabinet.com



